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Absolute 48 Coupè
The ABSOLUTE YACHTSshipyard returns to the sports boat market and does so in style
with an ABSOLUTE 48 COUPE'truly innovative and refined in every detail, certainly
destined to make its mark in the boat market up to 15 meters.
Driven by a two powerful Volvo Penta IPS 650 engines, the cruise speed will be about 25
knots and the maximum speed about 30 knots, but not only the performance is very
interesting, because the habitability will leave you speechless, in the lower deck there are
three huge cabins with the largest windows in the categoryand two spacious bathrooms
with big shower, all the materials are luxurious and the finishes are at the highest levels as
per the tradition of the shipyard, which is a true flag of Made in Italy in the world.
The generous cockpit has become a beautiful TERRACE on the sea, the aft part is made of
glass to give a feeling of depth never seen before on boats of this type, the roof of the
lounge has a part made of crystal, the windows completely envelop the living room giving
the feeling of being outdoors.
A little more patience and you can visit it, the launch is scheduled for next summer.

Technical data
Extra equipment
Bowthruster

Air conditioning

Leather sofa

Teak in cockpit floor

Domotic

Gyro stabilazier

Safety equipment

Cockpit clousure

Tv with lift system

Searching light

Volvo Penta Interceptor Trim Freezer
tabs

Generator

Inverter

Electronic anchor DPS

Manovring Joystick

Sat Tv dish

Dishwasher

Washer machine

Electric Bimini Top

Underwater lights

Wine cooler

Disappearing hydraulic
gangway

Chain counter

Wood on Cabins floor

Bow sun pad cushions

Wood on Salon floor

Desalter

Hydraulic stern platform

New

